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We often have in mind the example that Brecht uses to describe the interval, 
the suspended time where in the middle of a play on stage the actors aren’t 
playing – so they are no longer actors – and the spectators don’t have 
anything to watch – so they are no longer spectators, it is a very beautiful 
picture of a moment of de-subjectivization, a small human strike.1 
 
Originating in Viktor Shklovsky’s analysis of Russian formalism, ostranenie 
describes the strategy of estrangement - the moment in an artwork that briefly 
overturns the sense that things have always been as they seem. The interval and it 
analogous terms - estrangement, alienation, defamiliarisation - became central 
tenants of Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht’s literary partnership in their 
development of shock theory and epic theatre. 
In the excerpt from ‘Ready-Made Artist and Human Strike’ Claire Fontaine 
contextualise Brecht’s interval with an emancipatory potential. As it adjusts our 
perception of social relations, it makes possible a brief acknowledgment that ‘the 
boss is not the boss’2. The implication is that such negation might inspire our 
resistance to, or withdrawal from given relations. 
However beautiful the picture, the device has proven inadequate to the 
capital’s indiscriminate power of recuperation. Today’s estrangement is a fully 
incorporated component of the modern experience, a stimulant for ‘surplus 
alienation’, Anke Hennig concludes3. Therefore, this issue asks what artistic, 
architectural and curatorial approaches to estrangement offer current discourse in 
organisation, aesthetics and activism. The articles unpack estrangement for the 
political, social and cultural sprint of our time. 
The publication is interspersed with artistic projects by Ken Gonzales-Day, 
Jack Schneider, and Josephine Baker-Heaslip. It was conceived during the Saas-Fee 
Summer Institute of Art, 2015, a programme developed by Warren Neidich and 
Barry Schwabsky. The 20 day intensive comprised lectures seminars and workshops 
with artists, curators and theoreticians developed around the theme of ‘art and 
politics of estrangement in contemporary discourses from cognitive capitalism to 
ostranenie’. (http://saasfeesummerinstituteofart.com/.) The editors of this issue 
have aimed to elaborate and analyze contemporary understandings of estrangement 
in collaboration with select academics, artists, curators and architects. 
Benjamin T. Busch, a graduate student in spatial strategies (Raumstrategien) 
at the Weissensee School of Art, has invited the contribution of Anke Hennig and 
organised an interview between Alison Hugill and Carson Chan. Hennig unpacks 
the etymology and mythology of estrangement, from the birth of Shklovsky’s 
ostranenie, through to a proposed ‘retro-vision’ for 2016. Hugill and Chan discuss 
how curated architecture integrates, occupies, and transforms public infrastructure 
to re-examine the space of perception in our lived and built environment. 
 
Paul Stewart, an artist, writer and curator and PhD candidate at the University 
of Teesside, presents an email exchange with Alistair Hudson, Jeni Fulton 
and Sam Thorne, addressing the recuperation of activism into art history and 
the gentrification of (art)-activist practices. Stewart has also organised ‘Five 
Propositions’ on the production of learning, pedagogical norms and participation 
strategies, offered by Suzana Milevska, Lilian Cameron, Adrian Shaw, and Jared 
Pappas-Kelley. 
With Claire Ruud, Director of Convergent Programming at the MCA 
Chicago, and members of conceptual collectives Los Angeles College and 
The Best Friends Learning Gang, artist Jonas Becker discusses recent experiments 
in artist-initiated education and public engagement programming 
In her essay Vampires: From Aesthetics to Ethics, 1922-Present, artist and 
writer Penny Rafferty maps the trend of horror genre films as an allegory for 
socio-political malaise. In discussion with Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, the two examine the 
movements and motivations of contemporary artists that operate between 
designer-entrepreneurs and potential insurgents. 
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This Issue is dedicated to the memory of 
our friend and colleague, Chandra Pok. 
A dreaded sunny day 
So I meet you at the cemetery gates 
Keats and Yeats are on your side 
While Wilde is on mine. 
(The Smiths, Cemetery Gates) 
 
